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Wow that was single handedly one of the Worst games ive ever PAID for in vr. that is not something that should be PAID for it
feels like a free game. jesus that was a waste of time. it was basically nothing but "throw the thing" games. and not even any of
the good ones. waste of time. waste of money DO NOT BUY. if you want to introduce someone into VR try giving them
something like Medium or Tilt Brush. because atleast in that you dont have horrible controls.. Overall a good game, feels
somewhat harder, than AoF2, due to absence of optional fights
Can't normally play it though, game simply never loads third battle in "Rise of The Necromancer" company and 13 battle in
"The tale of Sir Edward" company.
Also, game is quite overpriced for it's poor stability (at least on windows)
Better take it with a good discount so you won't be much dissapointed when game will refuse to start\/load. My main issue was
figuring out the controls. I was surprised that I couldn't even use the mouse!
let alone, my bad computer can't run it ;-;. good game for nostalgia purposes. It could have had a few buggy things done and i
feel like it was a little rushed because they in almost every aspect just kind of copied and pasted what was from dawn of war
dark crusade as far as heros go in any of the factions with the except of the added factions. They should have done a little more
revemp on the game like changing the heros voice considering theyre not the same people from before but its not that big of a
deal.
Overall, if youre a warhammer dawn of war fan then you have to go give this game a go.. This is a good little tower defense
game. Decent value.. Please describe what you liked or disliked about this game and whether you recommend it to others.
Please remember to be polite and follow the Rules and Guidelines.. Boring to play alone, but blast with some friends by your
side.
Played with xbox 360, china xbox 360, logitech controllers, all works great.

downside, max 3 rounds per day, until it's enough for me, but come back after some time, and do all again.. Hard to list all of
what this game got wrong but man was it bad. Horror elements are pretty much nonexistent. You rely on mana to do pretty
much everything in this game and you lose some of your max mana every time you die. It is entirely possible for you to lose
enough mana that you cannot progress the story due to lack of mana and at the time I played through it there was no fix. The
game seems to want to be a shooter to an extent but your gun has very limited bullets. You get one later that uses mana but it
only works against a singular enemy type to be prepared to use the axe they give you for the vast majority of your fights. Gonna
leave it at that and seriously recommend people give this game a pass as it just feels like a subpar barely finished game that
would be better off as a free download.. I want to like this game, but the same strategy works on nearly every map. Slow them
down, hit them with the big guns. Toss in a couple lasers for airplanes. Hellfire the final wave. Rinse and repeat.

Enemy variety comes in the form of airplanes or ground units. Ground units may look different, but the only real difference is
how much health they have. All of the turrets are effective against all ground units, it's only a matter of concentrating the most
damage into a small of a space as possible. Not all that hard since 6 of the 8 weapons hit multiple targets.
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This is a very vanilla tower defense game. I won't say it's bad, but it's not that great either.. This game is like Jetpack Joyride,
except cuter. ;o
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I found myself really enjoying roseVeRte\u2019s games. This one shares a few things with their other games: the art isn\u2019t
so good (which is okay because the story IS GOOD. At least it\u2019s way better than a lot of other VNs around here), and 
there\u2019s a plot twist. I must say, I found this story rather intriguing; not sure if in a good way tho\u2026 But I
played all the routes to make sure I wasn\u2019t missing anything. To be really honest, I thought that it was kinda
creepy the relationship between Yukina and Kouichi. I\u2019m not a fan of \u201creplacements\u201d (you know,
when someone dies and the other person keeps seeing their deceased beloved one on this new person) so that must be
why I didn\u2019t enjoyed his route so much. But that\u2019s just me, other people might like it.

6\/10. It was an interesting experience for me, and I recommend getting this game on sale.. Great game until I realized
that when I combined the freeze dice together into a 3 they stopped firing. Tried to unsinstall and reinstall but made no
difference. I would give it a positive review but for me 1/4 of the game is essentially not usable. So until this issue is
resolved I wont be playing it again. Unless its just me?. The driving and drifting mechanics are fun but lack depth. The
physics are fun for turning but the braking and understeering punishment seems harsh. I'm a fan of drift culture but
this is short lived. It feels like sound effects are missing and some solid progression.

The physics are fun and so is driving the cars but it will get stale very fast. The game feels a bit empty. I hope they add
more features, UI elements, sound effects, and I would love a POV camera just for fun.. Ehh, I just can't play this
game. Normal difficulty scales up too fast and has way too much focus on the shmup elements (which is something I'm
always awful at) and is far too unforgiving with only 4 lives and no way to gain lives back. Casual is pointless because
the actual difficulty of the level is scaled down; it'd be helpful if it was just infinite lives, but nope. Some notes are also
off the beat and the timing for the perfect hit is pretty strict too so. Not necessarily a bad game, just one that I can't
find any enjoyment from. Retro\/Grade got everything right where this one gets it wrong (good balance between
rhythm\/shmup, forgiving without being easy, tons of levels of difficulty, perfectly synced music guaranteed). Not that
it's perfect either but this just isn't something I have interest in investing any more time in... meh. Really wanted to like
this one, too, but it's just not for me.. Every time i play Zup i feel loved again. I feel the touch of its lips on my neck, i
smell the aroma of its hair, i hear it whisper in my ear: "you are needed, you are loved, you are not worthless, play
me". These moments when i play new Zup game are one of the only few moments in my life that have some meaning
and are not moments of suffering and pain.. It's been a while since I last played this game, so I don't remember much
about it. What I do remember is that I enjoyed it and want to see the full version of this. Keep up the good work!. This
is an abandoned early access, DO NOT BUY
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